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A generalization of nondeterminism, called consistent nondeterminism, is investigated. It is 
shown that consistent storage is exponentially more powerful than ordinary storage. 
Simultaneous classes obtained by bounding both amount of storage and amount of consistent 
nondeterminism are characterized in terms of time bounded nondeterministic complexity 
classes. Relationships between consistent storage complexity classes and certain oracle 
complexity classes are investigated. 
To determine exact relationships between the efficiencies of nondeterministic versus 
deterministic computations appears to be of central importance in the development of 
complexity theory. In the case of storage, a deterministic computation has been 
shown to use at most the square of the storage required by a nondeterministic 
computation [Sl], but no one has yet proved that allowing nondeterminism really 
adds any more power in general to a storage bounded Turing machine. In this paper, 
we investigate a generalization of nondeterministic storage called consistent storage 
and show that, for appropriate bounds, consistent storage bounded machines are 
more powerful than ordinary storage bounded machines. In fact, consistent storage 
log S(n) will be shown equivalent to ordinary storage polynomial in S(n). 
In both nondeterministic and consistent computations, the machine can be viewed 
as making a sequence of guesses. A consistent machine has the additional capability 
of making guesses which are consistent with previously made guesses. More 
specifically, a consistent storage machine may at any time in its computation decide 
to start a new sequence of guesses and is guaranteed to guess in a similar way in all 
such sequences. 
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following way. We first define 
consistent storage using the notion of a reset Turing machine, and then we present 
theorems relating consistent storage complexity classes to previously studied classes. 
Following this, we introduce an alternative formulation of consistency using the 
notion of a query machine and explore the relationship of such machines to oracle 
Turing machines. Finally, we summarize our results and discuss their relationship to 
existing work. 
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DEFINITIONS. (1) A reset Turing machine M is a nondeterministic, multi-tape 
Turing machine which has the following two extra features: 
(i) One state is distinguished and called the reset state. (M also has the 
usual distinguished start state and set of accepting states.). 
(ii) For each of the elements of the domain of 6 (44’s transition function), 
there are some fixed number of possible alternatives which M may follow in the 
corresponding element of the range. Let m be the number of alternatives. In a reset 
Turing machine the transition function specifies an ordering of these alternatives. So 
there is a first alternative, a second alternative, and so forth up to an mth alternative. 
(In more formal terms, 6 takes on values which are ordered m-tuples rather than 
unordered sets.) 
(2) Let R be a new symbol. With every computation of M we can associate a 
string v in { 1, 2,..., m, R}* as follows: If the computation chooses alternative i on the 
first step, j on the second step, and so forth, then i is the first symbol of v, j is the 
second symbol, and so forth. The symbol R is inserted into v in order to indicate 
when M entered the reset state. More specifically whenever a step uses a choice k 
which leaves M in the reset state, then the two-symbol string kR is used in place of k 
at the corresponding place in V. Hence, v is nothing but the history of nondeter- 
ministic choices made by M together with some annotations to indicate when M 
entered a reset state. The string v is called the choice history of the computation. 
A computation of M is said to be consistent provided that its choice history is of 
the form 
u,Ru,Ru2 ..a Ru, 
where the ui E { 1, 2,..., m} * and, for each i > 1, ui is an initial subword of u,,. In 
other words, the computation is consistent provided that, every time the reset state is 
entered, the machine repeats the same sequence of nondeterministic “choices” as it 
made in the initial subcomputation corresponding to u,. In particular, notice that if 
we know that the computation is consistent, then u,, and the transition function of the 
machine completely determine u, , u2 ,..., u,. Thus, consistent computations are 
nondeterministic up until the first time the machine enters the reset state and, in some 
intuitive sense, are deterministic from then on. It is important to realize that in each 
of the segments, the machine may go through a completely different sequence of 
states, but that it is constrained to follow the same pattern in the numbering of the 
alternatives selected. We also point out that although we may occasionally refer to a 
machine as consistent, there is no syntactic way to determine this from the transition 
function of the machine. Consistency is defined as a property of computations. 
(3) The language accepted by the reset machine M is the set of all input strings 
which M can accept by a consistent computation. Note that this language will, in 
general, be smaller than the language accepted by M in the traditional sense where M 
is considered to be an ordinary nondeterministic Turing machine. This is due to the 
fact that not all accepting nondeterministic computations are consistent. 
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(4) M is said to accept the string w simultaneously in consistent space S(n) 
and nondeterminism N(n), provided that M has a consistent computation on input w 
such that: (i) this computation accepts w, and (ii) it uses at most S(n) squares of 
storage tape, and furthermore, (iii) if u,Ru, Ru, .-- Ru, is the choice history of this 
computation (where each ui contains no R’s), then the length of u, is at most N(n). 
As usual, n is the length of w. 
(5) In the usual way, starting with definition (4), we derive notions of the 
language accepted by M in simultaneous consistent space S(n) and nondeterminism 
N(n) as well as the language accepted by M in consistent space S(n) without any 
bounds on nondeterminism. 
(6) [CSPACE, NONDET](S(n), N(n)) d eno es t the class of all languages 
accepted by reset Turing machines in simultaneous consistent space O(S(n)) and 
nondeterminism O(N(n)). 
(7) CSPACE(S(n)) denotes the class of all languages accepted by reset Turing 
machines in consistent space O@(n)) (without any bound on nondeterminism). 
The following technical definitions will be useful in expressing some of our proofs. 
(8) A storage configuration of M includes the state of the finite state control of 
M, the contents of M’s work tapes, and the positions of the input and work tape 
heads of M. In other words, it includes all explicit and implicit storage which M has 
available as an ordinary Turing machine. If M is involved in a consistent 
computation, then it also has available some implicit storage associated with the 
choice vector u,Ru, Ru, a.. Ru,. Specifically at any point in the computation it is 
somewhere in a string ui. Furthermore this ui is an initial substring of uO. Hence, the 
implicit storage in the choice vector can be expressed as an integer between one and 
the length of uO. A complete storage configuration of M is a storage configuration of 
M plus such an integer. 
THEOREM 1. [CSPACE, NONDET](S(n), N(n)) c NTIME(N(n) d’(“)) for some 
d > 0, provided S(n) > log n. 
ProoJ: Suppose M is a reset Turing machine that accepts a language L 
simultaneously in consistent space O@(n)) > log n and nondeterminism O(N(n)). It 
then follows that M accepts L in time O(N(n) cS(‘)), for some c > 0. To see that this 
time bound holds for M observe that there are at most cScn) storage configurations of 
M and hence, at most N(n) cScn) complete storage configurations. Also, after the first 
reset, M’s computation is effectively deterministic. Hence, after N(n) + N(n) cScn) 
moves M has either accepted its input or is in an infinite loop that can never reach an 
accepting configuration. To complete the proof, we observe that any set recognized 
by a consistent time bounded machine can be recognized by an ordinary nondeter- 
ministic machine which uses at most twice as much time. (The simulating machine 
only needs to record its initial sequence of guesses (up to the first reset) on a separate 
tape, which can be reset and read for subsequent segments of the simulation.) 1 
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THEOREM 2. NTIME(T(n)) G [CSPACE, NONDET] (log T(n), P(T(n))), 
provided T(n) > n and T(n) is log T(n) space constructible; i.e., a machine can 
compute T(n) in binary using storage log T(n). (Notation: A function g(n) = P(f(n)) 
if there exist constants n, and c such that g(n) Q (f(n))cfor all n > no.) 
Proof. The proof is an application of Cook’s construction showing that the set of 
satisfiable formulae of the propositional calculus is NP complete [C 11, and is as 
follows: 
For a nondeterministic Turing machine M, given an input w of length n, we can in 
deterministic space O(log T(n)) algorithmically construct a formula f(w) of the 
propositional calculus such that A4 accepts w in time T(n) if and only if f(w) is 
satisfiable. In nondeterministic time P(T(n)) a satisfying assignment of truth values 
forf(w) can be guessed, provided it exists. Using the reset feature, a consistent reset 
Turing machine can reconstruct such a guessed sequence in storage log of the number 
of propositional variables inf(w) and hence in space O(log P(T(n))) = O(log T(n)). 
Hence, given input w, a reset Turing machine can guess and check an assignment 
of truth values toy(w) in consistent space O(log T(n)) using the technique of [Ll] for 
the evaluation. Furthermore, such a computation will use nondeterminism equal to 
the number of propositional variables in f(w). Hence the nondeterminism will be 
P(T(n)). 1 
COROLLARY. NP = [ CSPA CE, NONDET](log n, P(n)). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose S(n) > n and suppose MR is a reset Turing machine that 
accepts a language L in consistent space log S(n). There is a constant d > 0 such that 
the following holds: If MR accepts a string w of length n, then in any accepting 
computation of MR on input w, MR will enter the reset state at most (S(n))d times 
before accepting w. 
Proof Since M, is log S(n) storage bounded, there is a constant d such that, on 
inputs of length n, M, can assume at most (S(n))d distinct storage configurations. 
Hence, if on input w, 44, enters the reset state more than (S(n))” times, then it has 
repeated a full storage configuration and hence, since the computation is deterministic 
after the first reset, M, is in an infinite loop. Thus if the computation does not accept 
w before (S(n))d resets, then it will never accept w. 1 
THEOREM 3. CSPACE(log S(n)) = NSPACE(P(S(n))), provided S(n) > n. 
Proof. The proof consists of giving two simulation procedures. For the first 
simulation, suppose M is a one-tape nondeterministic Turing machine that accepts the 
language L in space (S(n))C, for some c. We will describe a simulating reset Turing 
machine M, such that M, accepts L in consistent space O(log S(n)). 
Given input w of length n, M, will operate by guessing and verifying a complete 
computation of A4 on input w. The computation will be coded into the nondeter- 
ministic guesses that M, makes in the time period up to the first time it enters a reset 
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state. The storage O(log s(n)) will be used to verify that the guessed sequence 
represents a valid~computation. The details are as follows. 
A computation of M can be coded, in the usual way, as a single string punctuated 
so as to break it into successive id’s of M. Specifically, define an accepting 
computation of M on input w to be a string of the form 
where: 
w,#w,#w, .** #w, (*) 
(i) Each wi is of the form aipipi, where pi is a symbol for the state of M and 
clipi is a string representing the contents of M’s tape. The position of the tape head is 
coded as the position of pi. 
(ii) w, represents the start id of M on input w. 
(iii) For each i ( 1, M can go from id wi to id wi+ 1 in one step. 
(iv) w[ contains an accepting state. 
(v) All the strings wi have length exactly (+z))~ + 1 and they “line up correctly.” 
When we say that the id’s wi “line up correctly,” we mean that the jth symbol of a 
string wi represents the same tape square as the jth symbol of any other wi. This is 
easily achieved by judicious use of leading and trailing blank symbols. 
Let m be the number of distinct symbols needed to write computations of the form 
(*). M, will have nondeterminism which gives it m choices at each nondeterministic 
move. Each choice will represent one such symbol. Initially, M, makes a series of 
nondeterministic guesses which purport to code a computation of type (*). These 
guesses serve no computational purpose other than to guess (*). The string (*) is not 
recorded any place in the storage configuration of M,. It is only stored implicitly in 
that it can be recovered using the reset feature to retrace the original sequence of 
guesses that yielded (*). In the course of guessing the string of purported type (*), 
M, can use storage O(log s(n)) to ensure that each wi has length exactly (S(n))’ + 1. 
It can also easily ensure that wi is the start id and that w, is an accepting id. The 
input is accepted by A4 provided wilH wi+, , for all i < 1. M, will use storage 
O(log s(n)) to check that these relations hold and, if they do, MR accepts the input w. 
To check that wilM wi+r could be done by checking for each position j the three 
symbols in the j - lst, jth, and j + 1st positions in the two id’s, If M could record i, it 
could do this by using the reset feature so that it could, in effect, scan (*) again and 
again, checking each i in turn. There are two problems with this. One problem is that 
i may be as large as c ‘QI) for some c, and thus may be too large to record in space 
log s(n). M, handles this by checking position j for all consecutive pairs of id’s 
before moving on to position j + 1. That is, the first group of three symbols in all id’s 
are verified, then the next group of three symbols, etc. A second problem is that to 
find corresponding groups of three positions, M must be able to count (up to S(n)) 
the entries in its choice vector. Since maintaining a counter takes as many as log s(n) 
steps, the actual significant bits of the choice vector must be separated by log 22(n) 
padding bits during the initial guessing stage described above. The space required for 
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the counter is the only significant storage needed for the simulation, and so storage 
log S(n) is all that is needed. 
Conversely, suppose M, is a reset Turing machine that accepts a language L in 
consistent storage log S(n). We will describe an ordinary nondeterministic Turing 
machine M that accepts L in storage P@(n)). Let w an arbitrary input of length n 
and let d be as in Lemma 1. In order to simulate an accepting computation of M, on 
input w, M needs to simulate a computation of M, with at most (S(n))d resets. To do 
this, MR does a parallel simulation of the (S(PZ))~ + 1 (or fewer) partial computations 
of M, from reset to reset. To do this, it guesses and records a list of (S(n))d + 2 
boundary storage configurations of M, for all of the partial computations. It then 
performs the partial computations “in parallel,” i.e., it repeatedly sweeps through its 
list, replacing each non-reset configuration on the list by a successor configuration. 
This replacement is done in a consistent fashion, so that the same (nondeter- 
ministically chosen) alternative is used for every configuration updated in a sweep. 
(This ensures that the simulated computation is consistent.) When only reset 
configurations remain in the list M can “match up” the ith configuration in this final 
list with the i + 1st configuration in the initial list. If all this checks out, and if the 
last configuration in the final list is accepting, then M accepts its input. By Lemma 1, 
M’s list need have at most P(S(n)) entries, each of length O@(n)). Thus the space 
required is P(S(n)). 4 
COROLLARY. CSPACE(log n) = PSPACE. 
The proofs above suggest that the power of consistent storage is due to the implicit 
storage in the choice vector. It is interesting that this implicit storage need only be 
accessed in a very restricted way (i.e., can only be written once and thereafter must 
be read by working from left to right one symbol per step or resetting to the left end). 
An alternative formulation of consistency uses the notion of a query machine, 
which we now define. 
DEFINITIONS. (1) A query machine is formally identical to an oracle Turing 
machine with one query tape (see, e.g., [LL]). However, computations of query 
machines are defined in a somewhat different way; in particular, the notion of accep- 
tance is more similar to the notion of acceptance by nondeterministic machines. 
(2) A query machine M is said to accept an input w if there is any oracle A 
such that MA, i.e., M with oracle A, accepts w. 
(3) The query machine it4 is said to accept the language L within storage S(n), 
provided that M accepts L and provided that for each w E L there is an oracle A and 
an accepting computation of M” on input w such that, in this computation, no more 
than S(n) storage tape squares are ever scanned. Here n is the length of w. 
Notice that no charge is made for space used on the query tape. If the query tape is 
also bounded then we say the query machine is restricted. 
(4) M is said to accept the language L with restricted space S(n), provided 
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that M accepts L and for all w E L, there is an oracle A and an accepting 
computation of MA on input w such that, in this computation, no more than s(n) 
storage tape squares are ever scanned and no query has length more than s(n). Again 
n is the length of W. 
(5) QsPACZ(s(n)) (Z?QSPACE(S(n)), respectively) denotes the class of 
languages accepted by query machines within storage s(n) (within restricted storage 
s(n), respectively). 
THEOREM 4. For any T(n) > n, the following classes are all equal: 
NTZME(P( T(n))), [ CSPACE, NONDET] (log T(n), P( T(n))), RQSPA CE(log T(n)), 
and QsPA CE(log T(n)). 
For the case T(n) = n, the theorem specializes to the following. 
COROLLARY. NP = [CSPACE, NONDET](log n, P(n)) = RQSPACE(log n) = 
QsPA CE(log n). 
Proof of Theorem. By Theorems 1 and 2, we know NTZME(P(T(n))) = 
[CSPACE, NONDET] (log T(n), P(T(n))). So it will suffice to show the following: 
NTZME(P( T(n))) cr R QsPA CE(log T(n)) 
G QsPA CE(log T(n)) E NTZME(P( T(n))). 
The proof that NTZME(P(T(n))) is included in RQSPACE(log T(n)) is a minor 
variant of Theorem 2. The next inclusion follows directly from the definitions 
involved. Hence in order to prove the theorem, we need only establish Lemma 2 
below. I 
LEMMA 2. QsPA CE(log T(n)) G NTZME(P( T(n))), provided T(n) > n. 
Lemma 2 follows routinely from Lemma 3 below. So we now turn our attention to 
Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose T(n) > n and suppose M is a query machine that accepts a 
language L within storage log T(n). There is a constant d > 0 such that the following 
holds: Zf M accepts a string w of length n, then there is an oracle A and an accepting 
computation of MA on input w such that all of the following hold for the computation: 
(i) At most log T(n) work tape squares are ever scanned. 
(ii) At most (T(n))d oracle queries are made. 
(iii) At most (T(n))d consecutive moves are ever made without writing on the 
query tape. 
(iv) Each query is at most (T(n))d in length. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Define a storage configuration of M to be the state of M’s 
finite state control, the position of M’s input head, and the configuration of M’s work 
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tapes. In other words, if we fix an input string to M, then a storage configuration of 
M is a complete description of the configuration of M except that the query tape is 
ignored. It follows that there is a constant c > 1 such that for any n, M has at most 
(T(n))C distinct storage configurations, each of which is log T(n) storage bounded. 
Fix an input w of length n and an oracle B such that MB accepts w within storage 
log T(n) and fix one such accepting computation. We will obtain a variant on this 
computation and a variant on oracle B such that the oracle and computation satisfy 
the conclusions of the lemma. 
Recall that just after an answer from the oracle, the oracle tape is blank. Hence, at 
such points in a computation, the storage configuration is a complete description of 
the query machine. Hence, if ME accepts w in storage log Z’(n) and asks more than 
(T@z))~ questions of the oracle, then MB has repeated a complete configuration. 
Hence, by standard techniques, this computation can be replaced with a computation 
which satisfies (i) and (ii) with d = c. 
A similar argument can be used to ensure that (iii) holds with d = c. Hence, we 
can assume that the accepting computation of MB on input w satisfies (i), (ii), and 
(iii) with d = c. 
If this computation also satisfies (iv) with d = c, then set A = B, d = c, and the 
lemma is established in this case. To account for the remaining case, suppose some 
queries have length strictly larger than (T@z))~. We will find an oracle A and a 
constant d such that the lemma holds. 
Let q = ala2 +.. a,, I> (T(~I))~ be one such long query and let C(i) denote the 
configuration of iME just before it writes ai on the query tape. Since 1 is larger than 
the number of possible storage configurations, there must be i and j such that i < j 
and C(i) = C(j). Hence, we can find another computation of MB which starts the 
same as the original computation but instead of q makes the query 
q’=a,a, *** Ui_*C2_1UjC2j+, a-. q. If by coincidence it turned out that 
qEB if and only if q’ E B (1) 
then we could go on and complete this new computation in the same way as the 
original computation and thus obtain another accepting computation in which one 
query is shorter than in the original computation. 
If instead of (1) we had 
q’ was never a query in the original computation (2) 
then we could replace q by q’, replace B by either B U (q’} or B - {q' } depending on 
whether or not q E B and still go on to complete the computation and obtain an 
accepting computation with one query which is shorter than in the original 
computation. If all queries now had length bounded by (T(n))C, we could set A equal 
to either B U {q’} or B - {q’} (whichever is appropriate) and the lemma would be 
established. If some queries are still long, we could try to repeat this process to obtain 
a computation with still shorter queries. 
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Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that (1) or (2) will hold. We will present a 
construction which ignores that problem at first, i.e., ignores oracle consistency, and 
later on we will go back and adjust things so that a suitable oracle can be found. 
When we say we will ignore oracle consistency we mean that the answer to a query 
q’ can be affirmative at one time in the computation and negative at another time. 
Such a sequence of complete machine configurations will be called a pseudo 
computation. More formally, a pseudo computation of M on input w is any 
computation of M on input w such that the transition from query state to answer 
state is done nondeterministically without reference to any oracle. 
The first stages of the construction go as follows. Use the above-described 
procedure that replaced a query q by a shorter query q’. (Do not yet worry about 
finding a suitable oracle. There might not be one.) Repeat this again and again until a 
pseudo computation is obtained in which each query falls into one of two categories: 
category 1: the query is unchanged and has length less than (T(n))c; 
category 2: the query has length I where (T(n))C < Z< 2@(n))‘. 
A query which ends up in category 2 would typically start out with a length which 
exceeds 2(T(n))C and would get “pumped down.” However, if the length of a query 
starts out between these two bounds, then it is left unchanged but is still considered to 
be in category 2. 
Observe that there is an oracle, namely, B, which yields the query responses given 
in the pseudo computation to queries in category 1. 
Consider a query in category 2. The query can be written in the form q = a& 
where 1 < IpI < (Z’(n))’ and, for all i > 0, a/?‘~ can be substituted for q and still yield 
a pseudo computation. (For this construction each occurrence of a query is 
considered to be a different query.) Hence, for any natural number k > 1, there is an 
i(k) such that 
k(T(n)) < 1 CZ/~‘(~’ yI Q (k + 1) T(n). 
-Modify the pseudo computation one more time. Go through the queries in 
category 2 one at a time. Leave the first one unchanged; so its length is between T(n) 
and 2T(n). Replace the second one with a query of length between 2T(n) and 3T(n). 
Replace the third one with a query of length between 3T(n) and 4T(n) and so forth. If 
we use the above method of “pumping up p)s,” then we end up with a pseudo 
computation in which all queries in category 2 have been replaced by queries such 
that each of these queries is of a different length. 
All queries in this final pseudo computation which are of length less than (T(n))C 
are unchanged. Also, each occurrence of a query of length greater than (T(n))C uses a 
distinct query string. Hence, it is easy to find an oracle A such that this pseudo 
computation is a correct computation of M with oracle A. 
This final computation satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) with d replaced by c. 
We claim that it also satisfies condition (iv) with d = 3c. To see this, observe that 
there are only (T(n))C queries and so, by the way the queries were chosen, the longest 
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one has length bounded by ((T(n))C+‘)(T(n))C < (?“@z))~~. So this computation 
satisfies the conclusions of the lemma with d = 3~. u 
Q='ACW( 1) n can be throught of as a kind of nonuniform complexity class. It is 
like an oracle complexity class but the machines involved work as if each input were 
allowed to have a different oracle. (On the other hand, as with nondeterminism, the 
machine must not allow any oracle to mislead it into accepting an input incorrectly.) 
Below we show that this nonuniform oracle complexity class is equivalent to the 
more standard, uniform (ordinary) oracle complexity class NSPACE*(S(n)), for a 
suitable oracle A. In order to do this, we must first decide on which of a number of 
possible definitions of NSPACE*(S(n)) we will use [A, LL, RST, S2]. 
Following Angluin’s notation [A], we will consider three different types of space 
bounded oracle complexity classes. 
DEFINITIONS. For i= 1, 2, or 3, NSPACEf(S(n)) denotes the class of all 
languages L which are accepted by oracle Turing machines MA, with oracle A, in the 
following sense. 
(1) MA accepts an input if and only if it is in L. 
(2) For each w of length )2 in L, there is an accepting computation of MA on 
input w such that 
(a) at most s(n) squares of work tape are ever scanned; 
(b) the length of the oracle tape contents never exceeds 
s(n) ifi= 1 
2cW0 for some constant c, if i = 2 
uo ifi=3. 
The same three distinctions can be made for QSPACE(S(n)). However, Theorem 4 
shows that these three classes are actually all the same. Our next theorem shows that 
for option i = 2, there is a single oracle that is as powerful as the corresponding 
nonuniform class QSPACE(S(n)). Before presenting the theorem, we will define the 
oracle and present one lemma used in the proof of the theorem. The proof of the 
lemma is identical to the first part of the proof of Lemma 3 and so is omitted. 
DEFINITION. 
C={(wZ?)“w]wE {1,2}* and n>O}. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose S(n) > log n and suppose M; is an oracle machine with some 
oracle B such that M; accepts a language with simultaneous storage bound S(n) and 
query bound P(2s’“‘). There is always a constant d > 0 such that the following holds: 
If MT accepts a string w of length n, then there is an accepting computation of Mf on 
w such that all of the following hold for the computation. 
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(i) At most S(n) work tape squares are ever scanned. 
(ii) At most 2dS(n’ oracle queries are made. 
(iii) At most 2dS(n) consecutive moves are ever made without writing on the 
query tape. 
THEOREM 5. For any S(n) > log n, QSPACE(S(n)) = NSPACEt(S(n)). 
ProojI By Theorem 4, it will suffice to show that 
[CSPACE, NONDET](S(n), P(Z’(“))) = NSPACE~(S(n)). 
With the goal of showing the left class is included in the right class, assume that M 
is a reset Turing machine that runs in space S(n) and nondeterminism P(2”“‘). 
Without loss of generality, assume that in any situation M has at most two possible 
next states. We will describe a nondeterministic oracle machine ME that simulates M 
and that operates within storage S(n). M!j performs a step-by-step simulation of M 
and records its nondeterministic guesses on the query tape. When MF simulates the 
first reset of M, it writes R on the query tape. When MF simulates subsequent resets, 
it writes a nondeterministically chosen string of l’s and 2’s followed by an R on the 
query tape. At the end of the computation, it writes another nondeterministically 
chosen string of l’s and 2’s on the query tape. No attempt is made by Mh to keep the 
choice history consistent. At the end of the simulated computation the query tape 
contains the choice history of the computation of M plus some extra l’s and 2’s 
before the R’s and at the end of the query string. If the oracle says yes to this query 
and if the simulated computation was an accepting computation, then I’@ accepts its 
input. In any simulation of a consistent M computation the extra l’s and 2’s before 
the R’s can be chosen so as to ensure that the query is in C. So, Mt clearly accepts 
the same language as M. 
MF clearly operates in storage S(n), since M does. By Lemma 1, the query will 
contain at most P(2”“‘) occurrences of R. Since by assumption the amount of 
nondeterminism used by M is also bounded by P(2”“‘), it then follows that the length 
of the query need not exceed P(2”“‘). 
Conversely, suppose MF is an oracle Turing machine with oracle C which operates 
in storage O(S(n)) and with queries of length P(2’(“)). We will describe a reset 
Turing machine M that simulates ME in consistent storage S(n) with a P(2”“‘) 
bound on nondeterminism. 
M performs a step-by-step simulation of Mf except that it does not keep track of 
the oracle tape but simply makes a nondeterministic guess of the answer to each 
oracle query. If M simulates Mt accepting the input, then it must check its guesses of 
oracle answers. If the oracle answers were correct, it accepts the input. M uses the 
reset feature to check its guesses of oracle answers. 
Using the reset feature M can reproduce the entire simulation of My. By doing this 
it can reproduce the symbols of the various queries in the order in which they are 
written on the query tape. Since C is of deterministic tape complexity log n and since 
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each query is bounded by P(2”“‘), it follows that each query can be checked in 
storage O@(n)), provided that it4 can keep track of which query it is checking. In 
order to keep track of which query it is checking, M will use a counter that counts up 
to the number of queries. This will all work within storage O(,S(n)) provided that the 
number of queries is P(2”“‘) bounded. But this last bound follows immediately by 
Lemma 5. Hence the entire simulation can be done in space O(S(n)). 
It remains only to show that the amount of nondeterminism used by M is P(2”“‘). 
This last bound follows from the fact that My can be assumed to be P(2”“‘) time 
bounded. The time bound on A4; follows from Lemma 4. ti 
Theorem 5 shows that NSPACEF (S(n)) = [CSPACE, NONDET](S(n), P(2”“))). 
In this case both the oracle tape of the oracle machine and the nondeterminism of the 
reset machine are P(2scn)) bounded. The next result shows that, if we relax both of 
these bounds, then we still have equality of the two resulting classes. 
THEOREM 6. For any S(n) > n, CSPACE(log(S(n))) = NSPACE(P(S(n))) = 
NSPACE;(log S(n)). 
Before proving the theorem, we will develop one technical lemma that will be used 
in the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose S(n) > n. Suppose MF is a nondeterministic oracle Turing 
machine with oracle C which accepts a language L in storage log S(n) but with no 
bounds on the length of oracle queries. There are constants d and N such that the 
following holds. If MT accepts an input w of length n > N, then there is an accepting 
computation of Mt on input w which is S(n) storage bounded and in which all queries 
contain at most (S(n))d occurrences of the symbol R. 
Proof Let c be such that My has at most (S(n))c distinct storage configurations 
which use log S(n) storage and which assume an input of length n. Consider a 
computation of K on an input of length n. 
Suppose some query is of the form (wR)” w where m > (S(n))c. Then there must 
be values of i,j such that i <j and such that Mf is in the same storage configuration 
after writing (wR)’ w on the query tape and after writing (wRy’w on the query tape. 
Hence we can find another accepting computation in which this query (wR)” w is 
replaced by the shorter query (wR)“-“-” w. Proceeding in this way we can replace 
the original computation by another accepting computation, on the same input, which 
has the property that all queries which receive affirmative oracle answers contain at 
most (S(n))c occurrences of R’s. 
Next consider queries of the form 
u,Ru,Ru,R --- Ru, (*) 
where the ui are in { 1,2}*, m > 3(S(n))’ + 3 and there are I< k such that u, # uk. 
We will see that any such query can be replaced by a shorter query which is also not 
in C and which allows the computation to be completed to an accepting computation 
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in the same way that the computation containing the query (*) was completed. To see 
this, observe that one of the three strings 
u,Ru,R +.a Ru,_,Ru, 
u,Ru,+ ,R ..a Ru,_,Ru, 
utcRuk+ 1R a.. Ru,_~Ru, 
contains strictly more than (S(n))c + 224’s. Hence by the same technique we used 
above to shorten queries in C, we shorten one of these three strings by deleting some 
R’s and some uI)s other than u, and z+. The result is another accepting computation 
in which this query (*) which is not in C is replaced by a shorter query which is also 
not in C. 
Repeating the above constructions we can replace the original accepting 
computation by a computation in which all queries contain at most 3(S(r~))~ + 3 
occurrences of R’s. So the lemma holds with d = c + 2 and N = 3. m 
Proof of Theorem 6. Recall that by Theorem 3, we know 
NSPACE(P(S(n))) = CSPACE(log S(n)). 
So we may use the two classes interchangeably. 
The inclusion 
CSPA CE(log S(n)) G NSPA cE:(log S(n)) 
follows by exactly the same simulation algorithm as that used to prove the analogous 
inclusion for Theorem 5. Hence, it will sufftce to show the following. 
Claim. NSPA CEt(log S(n)) G NSPA CE(P(S(n))). 
With the goal of establishing this claim, let 44: be an oracle Turing machine which 
demonstrates a language L to be a member of the class NSPACE~(log S(n)). We will 
describe a P(S(n)) tape bounded Turing machine A4 that also accepts L. 
M performs a step-by-step simulation of A4: except that queries are handled in a 
special way. Recall that C is a language over the alphabet { 1, 2, R }. So, all queries 
are of the form 
u,Ru,Ru,R --- Ru, (1) 
wheretheuiarein{1,2}*.ThequeryisinCifandonlyifu,=u,=u,=..,=u,. 
Furthermore, we know by Lemma 5 that the number of such ui is at most (S(n))d, for 
some d. Here n is the length of the input. 
When M is ready to simulate My starting to write a new query of the form (l), it 
proceeds as follows. M guesses m + 1 storage configurations of My. These are 
assumed to be the simulated storage configurations of A4; just after it writes the last 
symbol of uO, u, , uz ,..., u, on the query tape. A4 then simulates the m + 1 partial 
computations of Mt which write the m + 1 u,‘s on the query tape. These m + I 
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computations are simulated in parallel, so that as the simulation proceeds M can test 
ifu0=u,=u2... = U, without having to remember the uI)s. After this, M checks that 
the boundary conditions between the partial computations hold, that is, M checks 
that they piece together to yield a computation. If the boundary conditions fail, the 
simulation is aborted. If the boundary conditions hold, then the simulation can 
proceed. If u0 = u, = u2 .a. = urn and if the boundary conditions between partial 
computations hold, then an affirmative oracle answer is simulated. If ui # Uj for some 
i, j and if the boundary conditions between partial computations hold, then a negative 
oracle answer is simulated. 
Clearly M accepts the same language as i@. 
The storage used by My is O(log s(n)) times the maximum number of ui’s in 
queries of the form (1). But m < (S(n))d. So the total storage is P(S(n)). I 
The oracle C is relatively simple. In particular C is in DSPACE(log n). For one of 
the above inclusions, we can find an even simpler oracle, namely, one in 
DSPACE(log log n). In a sense, this is the simplest possible storage complexity for a 
non-trivial oracle. This is because any oracle of smaller storage complexity would be 
a regular set and for regular sets R, NSPACEy(S(n)) = NSPACE(S(n)), for i = 1, 2 
or 3. 
THEOREM 7. There is an oracle D such that D is in DSPACE(log log n) and 
such that NSPACE(P(S(n))) = CSPACE(log S(n)) G NSPACEy(log S(n)), fir all 
S(n) > n. 
ProoJ Let D = {we(l)2Rwe(2)# ..e Rwc(2”),]w E { 1,2}* and n = Iwl}. Here 
(i)* denotes the binary numeral for i, with no leading zeros. 
The proof that D is in DSPACE(log log n) uses standard techniques. The proof of 
the inclusion is essentially the same as the proof of the inclusion with C in place of 
D. 1 
The proof that NSPACEy(log S(n)) c NSPACE(P(S(n))) does not carry over to 
show that NSPACEY (log S(n)) G NSPACE(P(S(n))). Hence, it is an open question 
as to whether or not this last inclusion holds. This is possibly surprising since D is, in 
at least one sense, a simpler oracle than C and, by Theorem 7, the inclusion would 
hold if NSPACEp(log S(n)) c NSPACEf(log S(n)). 
Another viewpoint on the similarity between our consistent machines and oracle 
machines is provided by the prior work of [B] and [BW]. Taken together our 
Theorems 1 and 2 show that NP = PSPACE if and only if any set which can be 
accepted in consistent space log n can be accepted in consistent space log n while 
using only a polynomial amount of consistent nondeterminism. This theorem is 
analogous to a previously published result by Book that NP = PSPACE iff for all 
oracles any set accepted by a polynomial space bounded oracle machine can be 
accepted by such a machine which only asks polynomially many oracle questions. 
A previously proposed model similar to ours is the reference machine of Hong [HI, 
which is intended to model nondeterministic computations by means of a reference 
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tape, a concept like our choice vector. Our results suggest that whether or not the 
reference tape can be read more than once can significantly affect the space 
requirements of such machines. Theorem 19 and Corollary 8 of [H] showed that for 
nondeterministic reference machine complexity classes NRSPACE and NR TIME, 
NRSPACE(p(S(n))) = NRTZkfE(2p’s’“‘), which gives the same bounds as our 
Theorems 1 and 2 when the nondeterminism is restricted to be exponential in the 
space bound. (Note, however, that there are distinctions between the two models; for 
example, Corollary 7 of [H] would not be true either for our consistent machines or 
for standard nondeterministic machines.) 
In terms of some particular complexity classes of interest, our Theorems 1 and 2 
and the results of the others mentioned above characterize NP in terms of nondeter- 
ministic log space machines, provided that the log space machine is augmented in 
some way (e.g., polynomially bounded consistent nondeterminism in our case). These 
results may be contrasted with those of [C2], which characterize P in terms of 
nondeterministic log space machines augmented by an auxiliary pushdown. 
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